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In the market economy, the circulation of property is mainly based upon contract. 
Especially in the case of engineering projects, which feature large object, long 
execution period and involve many parties, it is very important to have contracts in 
place. With the development of computer technology, most enterprises have opted to 
establish a contract management system that complies with the enterprise’s objective 
requirements to manage and monitor the enterprise’s business contracts in a highly 
efficient manner. 
The thesis introduces the architecture of the Web application system based on 
J2EE multi-tier structure and Middleware technology, and discusses in detail of 
enterprise contract management system on analysis, design and key-technology. 
With the thought of tiers and modules division, the System is divided into 
foundation platform and application function modules. The foundation platform 
provides application framework and core technology while the application function 
module is mainly designed to achieve business functions and presented in a nice form. 
Application framework is composed of performance tier, business logics tier and 
persistence tier. The structure members are divided into core functions and extension 
functions. The latter is client-oriented in the implementation process. The public 
package includes all kinds of public functions in the System, which are relatively 
independent. Functionally speaking, the System is divided into four sub-systems, i.e. 
System Management, Basic Data, Contract Module and Monitoring Control. The 
system involves to many types, massivev, relatedness and complex data message. 
Union these characteristic of data message, the system selects the method which the 
database system and the filing system unify to save, the organization, the managerial 
data information. 
The system employs J2EE multi-tier based structure, MVC design pattern. 
Browser provides visual graphic interface; Web Server responds to the requests of the 
clients; Application Server processes application, computation and data operation; 















multi-tier structure enables the system to have distinguished quality of flexibility, 
currency, compatibility and maneuverability. The system applied java encrypt 
technology to accomplish client information encrypt and registration, and applied 
connection pool technology to enhance the database operation efficiency. 
The System adopts the combination of C/S and B/S (Applet and Servlt) to enable 
data access in the Web mode and uses the Middleware technology so that the 
programming code development efficiency and quality are improved, the 
development cycle is shortened and the post-project maintenance workload is 
reduced. 
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